WELCOME TO THE THIRD NEWSLETTER OF THE “NEURO-GUIDE” PROJECT!

This time we will tell you more about:

- Our latest achievements and current activities regarding the NEURO-GUIDE Project
- The Multiplier Events
- The third Transnational Partner Meeting

WHAT HAVE WE RECENTLY ACHIEVED?

NEURO-GUIDE is now entering an important phase when all the learning resources are going to be finalized and translated. For this reason partners made significant effort to ensure that everyone is familiar with their tasks and responsibilities.

After the Second Transnational Partner Meeting in February 2019 in Cyprus, Hub Karelia, INNEO and VITA led by FIP worked hard to produce 32 online educational escape room resources in media-rich formats in English for the First Intellectual Output of the project.

Also, UPIT and Municipio De Lousada developed a bespoke In-Service Training Programme in order to support VET tutors to maximise the potential of the new dynamic, media-rich online educational escape room resources.

COMING NEXT...

Our work on the project will continue:

- Municipio de Lousada, Hub Karelia, INNEO, REINTEGRA, SYNTHESIS and UPIT will translate all 32 resources of IO1.
- IO2 - The in-service training programme will be available online via the E-learning platform, developed by Hub Karelia, as a hand-book in pdf format for printing and as a flip-book for online view in all partner languages.
- The partnership scheduled the fourth Transnational Project Meeting to be held 6th and 7th of February 2020 in Prague
- Neuro-Guide team plans to fully develop all of the learning resources by February 2020.
THE THIRD TRANSTATIONAL PARTNER MEETING IN POLAND

MEETING IN RZESZÓW, POLAND

Members of the NEURO-GUIDE PROJECT met for the Third Transnational Partner Meeting on 4th – 5th of September 2019 in Rzeszów, Poland.

THE MEETING’S SCHEDULE

The consortium of the NEURO-GUIDE project met for the third time and representatives of all partnering organizations were present at the event. The meeting lasted two days – from 4th to 5th of September.

The first day of the meeting started with the general introductions and greetings. Next, following the agreed schedule, partners made a short review of the project outputs, objectives and methodology.

A large part of the meeting was dedicated to discussion on the resources developed by the NEURO-GUIDE partnership in previous months.

Then partners set the implementation date, the duration and the exact content of the planned Multiplier Events.

The second day of the meeting was spent on planning the next steps of the project’s development, on the dissemination of the products developed so far, and also discussed what action is needed to further improve the quality, effectiveness and impact of development co-operation.

The meeting was conducted in a friendly atmosphere, with clear divisions of upcoming tasks that lie ahead.

THE HOSTING PARTNER

The Third Transnational Project Meeting of the Neuro-Guide Project was organized by the Polish partner – INNEO (The Center for Training and Research).

INNEO – is a non-profit association based in Rzeszów (Poland). The main mission of the organisation is providing training and research for social and economic development on local and European scale. The fields of expertise are labor market, entrepreneurship, education, and creative industries.
MULTIPLIER EVENTS

'POP-UP GAMING HUBS'

'Pop-Up Gaming Hub' events will specifically focus on engaging young people in learning through the new online educational escape room resources produced.

All partners will host at least one such multiplier event during the project life-cycle. A minimum of 25 youth-at-risk will attend the piloting events.

TRANSNATIONAL TRAINING EVENT

The In-Service Training Program will comprise a total of 60 hours of learning. A 3-day Transnational Training Event (TTE) will take place in Ireland to be attended by 16 VET staff members from partner organizations. Staff participation is essential if the desired cascading model of training is to be achieved.

The tutors attending the TTE will support the local training delivery in a cascading model of training. A skills demonstration will be a key element of the In-Service training and this will entail the development of a new escape room challenge by each tutor who participates. This ensures that the collection of escape-room challenges will continue to grow every time the training is implemented.

FINAL CONFERENCE

The lead partners will also host a Final Conference to coincide with the partner meeting in Portugal, when all project outputs will be presented. An appropriate key-note speaker will be invited to officially present the project outputs.

A minimum of 70 representatives of VET at practice and policy levels will attend the final conference where all pedagogic outputs will be presented along with testimonials of young people who have completed escape room challenges.

WHERE CAN YOU FIND US?

IN ORDER TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PROJECT VISIT OUR WEBSITE AND JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!

www.neuroguide.eu

https://www.facebook.com/NEUROGUIDEProject/